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Summary
The concept of sustainable development forms the basis for a wide variety of international and national policy making. World population continues to expand at about 80 M people per year, while the demand for natural resources continues to escalate. Important policies, treaties and goals underpin the notion of sustainable development. In this paper, we discuss and evaluate a range of scientific literature pertaining to the use of transgenic crops in meeting sustainable development goals. It is concluded that a considerable body of evidence has accrued since the first commercial growing of transgenic crops, which suggests that they can contribute in all three traditional pillars of sustainability, i.e. economically, environmentally and socially. Management of herbicide-tolerant and insect-resistant transgenic crops to minimize the risk of weeds and pests developing resistance is discussed, together with the associated concern about the risk of loss of biodiversity. As the world population continues to rise, the evidence reviewed here suggests it would be unwise to ignore transgenic crops as one of the tools that can help meet aspirations for increasingly sustainable global development.

Introduction
Sustainable development permeates policy and action at the international, national and local level. Although the term sustainability has been used for several centuries, the unique relationship between the environment and societal actions was popularized by the book Silent Spring written in 1962 by Rachel Carson. The relationship between environment, economy and development has since grown in importance. The establishment of the International Institute for Environment and Development, the First Earth Day and the publication of the controversial ‘Limits to Growth’ (Club of Rome, 1972) all took place in the early 1970s. The World Watch Institute was established in 1975 and since 1984 has published annually the ‘State of the World’ reports. In 1980, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) published its World Conservation Strategy with a section entitled ‘toward sustainable development’, which highlighted strong links between habitat destruction and poverty, population increase, social inequity and trade. The release of ‘Our Common Future’ in 1987, commonly known as the Brundtland report, brought the concept of sustainable development more widely into the public arena. Growing concerns about climate change led to the formation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988 and further international promises and conventions followed at both the 1992 (Rio de Janeiro) and 2002 (Johannesburg) summits. The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) re-enforced a global desire to tackle the key sustainable development challenges related to growing population, poverty, hunger, health, damage and over exploitation of natural resources and biodiversity and concerns about the rate and severity of climate change. The recent substantive report ‘Agriculture at a Crossroads’ (IAASTD, 2009) noted, perhaps not surprisingly, that agricultural knowledge, science and technology are fundamental to meeting the MDGs, particularly related to poverty and livelihoods, although the report notes the general polarization in positions that individuals, organizations and indeed Governments adopt with respect to transgenic crops.

In 2009, the world population was 6.8 billion, and by 2025, the Population Reference Bureau expect it to increase to 8.1 billion (PRB, 2009). By 2050, it is predicted...
that population will stabilize at just over 9 BN (UN Population Council, 2003). Thus, in the next 40 years, the world population is likely to grow by a further 37%. FAO estimated that 1.02 billion people were undernourished worldwide in 2009 (FAO, 2009). Paradoxically, an almost equal number suffer with obesity with the potential for associated diabetes and metabolic disease. With an increasing world population, the desire for economic development and increasing urbanization, the global demand for food will continue to grow. At the same time, climate change is leading to production uncertainties, and the reliance on fossil fuels in food production systems is of increasing concern. (RSC, 2009; Karlsson, 2009; UNCOD, 2008).

Against this backdrop, a range of transgenic crops have been developed, and a few are now being grown in many parts of the world; so far the crops are either herbicide-tolerant, giving farmers greater choice in crop management, or insect-resistant, reducing the need for spraying with pesticides. A variety of novel transgenic crops, some offering nutritional benefits and others that are tolerant of drought and other forms of stress, or higher yielding, are at advanced stages of testing. As well as performance testing, they are being tested from the point of view of environmental impact and biosecurity. Data from the biotech industry suggest that since wide-scale planting started in 1996, the area of transgenic crops grown globally has increased from 2 to 134 Mha in 2009 (James, 2009), of which 131 Mha are grown in eight countries: USA, Brazil, Argentina, India, Canada, China, Paraguay and South Africa. Other countries that include Uruguay, Bolivia, Philippines, Australia, Mexico, Spain, Chile, Colombia, Honduras, Bukina Faso, Czech Republic, Romania, Portugal, Germany, Slovakia and Poland grow between <0.1 and 0.8 Mha (Table 1). Currently, these crops are grown by 13.3 million farmers, who are attracted by the potential to reduce input costs as a mechanism for maintaining margins rather than expecting increases in yields per se. However, it is important to note that the largest numbers of farmers growing transgenic crops are small-scale producers (12.3 million of the 13.3 million growers of biotech crops in 2008 were small and resource-poor farmers), particularly in India, China, South Africa and Philippines (James, 2008). The principal transgenic crops are soya bean, maize, cotton and canola, which are modified for agronomic input traits such as herbicide tolerance (HT) and or insect resistance (*Bacillus thuringiensis-Bt*). On a global basis, transgenic crops are 77%, 26% and 49% of the total soya bean, maize and cotton areas, respectively (James, 2009). Currently, 60% of all transgenic crops grown have the single trait of HT. However, there has been a marked increase in use of transgenic crops containing stacked traits (HT and *Bt*), and these now contribute a higher proportion of the total area than crops modified for just *Bt*. Between 2007 and 2008, the area of transgenic maize grown in the USA with three inserted traits increased from 28% to 48% (James, 2008), and this trend is likely to increase. Recent work has focussed on the use of biotechnology to produce abiotic stress-tolerant and nutritionally enhanced food and feed with a range of new events being predicted by 2015 (Newell-McGloughlin, 2008; Stein and Rodriguez-Cerezo, 2009).

Despite the growth and use of transgenic crops in many areas of the world, some governments, organizations and individuals still hesitate to acknowledge that transgenic crops provide economic and environmental benefits that are unobtainable in a timely manner via non-transgenic advances in plant breeding. For example, Binimelis et al. (2009) reported the appearance in Argentina of a growing number of glyphosate-tolerant or glyphosate-resistant

### Table 1 Global area of biotech crops in 2008 by country (after James, 2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Area (Mha)</th>
<th>Biotech crops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>Soya bean, maize, cotton, rape, squash, papaya, alfalfa, sugar beet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>Soya bean, maize, cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>Soya bean, maize, cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>Cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>Rape, maize, soya bean, sugar beet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Cotton, tomato, poplar, papaya, sweet pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Soya bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Maize, soya bean, cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Soya bean, maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Soya bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Cotton, rape, carnation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Cotton, soya bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize, soya bean, rape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Cotton, carnation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Cotton, soya bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>Maize</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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weeds, with socio-environmental consequences apart from the loss of productivity. Hall and Moran (2006) described some of the organizations that believe that there are unacceptable risks associated with the release of transgenic crops, and some scientists have expressed caution about specific issues such as disturbance of nitrogen balance in soils (Gurian-Sherman and Gurwick, 2009). A balanced view is presented by the UK Royal Society (2009): ‘The reality is that there is no technological panacea for the global challenge of sustainable and secure food production...new crop varieties and appropriate agro-ecological practices are both needed’.

The overall thesis of the paper is that if the growing world population is to be adequately fed, both in terms of quantity and quality, without further compromising the environmental services that the planet provides, then transgenic crops are a potential ‘tool’ giving options for ongoing sustainable development. This paper considers the contribution of transgenic crops in relation to the three recognized pillars of sustainability (economic, environmental and social), and where possible makes links to specific sustainable development goals and targets. In the Economic dimension, we examine the evidence that yield is maintained or enhanced relative to non-transgenic crops and that inputs are reduced; we also note the sharing of economic benefit between suppliers, farmers and consumers. In the Environmental dimension, we look first at the long-term environmental prospects for maintaining soil quality, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and conserving water supplies; Environmental dimension continues with environmental issues specific to transgenic crops: coexistence, biodiversity and emergence of resistance. In the Social dimension, we review implications for human health and nutrition before discussing the overall implications for sustainable development.

Economic dimension

The aim of the first of the eight United Nations Millennium Development Goals (UN, 2009) is to eradicate extreme poverty and hunger. As many of the poorest peoples and countries in the world are highly reliant on agriculture, then it is likely that developments in crop and animal husbandry will have a direct impact on achieving this goal (DFID, 2005) and lead to improved economic conditions. The eight goals are claimed to represent a partnership between developed and developing countries, which is conducive to both development and the elimination of poverty, and indeed Goal 8 relates directly to Global Partnerships for Development. An example of such a partnership is the initiative between the Bill and Melinda Gates and the Howard G Buffet Foundations who have provided US$ 50 million to research centres in Africa to help develop drought-tolerant crops. Although in a different economic context, farm incomes in developed countries have also been squeezed by rising input costs and volatile commodity prices and thus farmers are carefully evaluating their production systems including the use of transgenic crops to either reduce input costs and or increase production or product value/quality. In the following sections, the effects of transgenic crops are considered in relation to crop yield, inputs such as pesticides and their effects on overall profitability.

Yield impacts

The release of the first transgenic events with insect resistance (Bt) or HT (Schuler et al., 1998; Bates et al., 2005) was not engineered to increase yield directly, but experience has shown that, by reducing losses from pests and weed competition, these varieties have in many cases delivered increased yields when compared with conventional crops.

For Bt cotton, Fernandez-Cornejo and Caswell (2006) reported that the increases in cotton yields in the Southeast United States were associated with the adoption of HT and Bt cotton in 1997. The same authors quote a 2001 US government survey data showing that maize yield was 9% higher for Bt maize than for conventional maize. Gianessi (2008) reported the outcome of a study in Mississippi over 3 years, in which Bt cotton produced higher lint yields and had an economic advantage when compared with conventional cotton varieties. Although the transgenic varieties in years two and three had greater costs associated with insect control, the economic advantage associated with the transgenic cotton for the 3 years was $82, $24 and $53 per acre, respectively, when compared with conventional cotton varieties.

In China, Bt cotton was first approved in 1997 and by 2004 accounted for 69% of cotton grown in China, with 100% adoption in Shandong province, where pest pressure was greatest (James, 2008). Approval came later in India, in 2002, but as early as 2006, India’s Bt cotton area exceeded that of China, and in 2008 accounted for 80% of India’s cotton output (James, 2009). Karihaloo & Kumar (2009) noted that between 2003–04 and 2006–07 cotton yields in India indicate a significant yield advantage of
more than 30% with Bt cotton compared with conventional varieties with corresponding increase in farm income.

Yield enhancement varies depending on environment and the local intensity of pest and weed pressures. Commenting on yield increases obtained by Bt maize farmers in Spain, Gomez-Barbero et al. (2008) observed regional differences in yield between Bt and conventional maize ranging from −1.3% to +12.1%, with the yield advantage of Bt directly related to local pest pressure. They noted that Bt technology performed differently in the three regions studied, and this variability was explained by heterogeneity between farmers, differences in pest pressure, agro-ecological conditions and the fact that Bt technology may not yet have been introduced in varieties suitable for all regions.

Carpenter et al. (CAST, 2002) found that the trend in soya bean yields was continually upward through to 2001, a year in which 68% of the total soya bean area was planted with HT soya bean varieties. The study of Fernandez-Cornejo and McBride (2002) suggests that for HT soya bean, a 10% increase in adoption in the USA would lead to a 0.3% yield increase. At the same time, the yield effect seems to be compensated for by the higher seed prices as the authors found that a 10% increase in adoption would lead to no change in net returns on the farm, but the more recent data quoted above for the continuing increase in the numbers of farmers adopting HT soya bean suggest that farmers are finding sufficient benefits overall. Better results were obtained for HT corn where a 10% increase in adoption generated a 1.7% increase in yield and a 1.8% increase in net returns.

Commercial planting of HT soya beans in Romania between 1999 and 2008 was associated with an average increase in yields of 31% because of improved weed control, especially of difficult-to-control established weeds such as Johnson grass. A recent report on the sustainability of soya bean production in the USA (CAST, 2009) suggests that about 29 Mha of soya bean are grown each year in 31 states, covering about 22% of the total crop area of the United States. Of this, 92% is now glyphosate-resistant HT, and thus, it is essentially the ‘conventional’ growing system.

The Canola Council of Canada reported yield increases of up to 10% for transgenic compared with conventional varieties of canola. Direct comparison between mean yields of adopters versus non-adopters needs treating with caution as the adopters could be the more productive farmers anyway. HT Canola was grown commercially in Canada for the first time in 1997. Within 6 years of the transgenic varieties being available, over 90% of the area was HT Canola and the overall area of the crop grown had increased from 12 to 16 Mha. One of the main reasons for adoption was that HT canola is used as a ‘cleaning crop’. In this way, the need for fallow is removed and farmers can have one more crop in the rotation. Phillips (2003) reported an economic benefit of C$ 28 per ha for HT over conventional. Gusta et al. (2010) suggested based on a survey of growers that this figure had increased to C$38 per ha.

These data suggest that across a range of agro-ecological zones, the four main transgenic crops have at worst been neutral in relation to yield and in many cases have increased yields.

Input impacts

Early transgenic events have been associated with improving the management of crops through pest resistance and/or weed control. This has often been associated with reduced pesticide use, or the use of cheaper pesticides with wider efficacy, thus having the potential to improve profitability. Qaim (2005), in a review of adoption of transgenic crops in developing countries, reported average pesticide savings between 33% and 77% for HT and insect-resistant (IR) events, commenting that the savings for HT soya beans are from the lower cost of glyphosate relative to other herbicides, while insecticide savings for Bt cotton are directly from reduction in quantity applied. Reporting in more detail, Qaim and Traxler (2005) noted savings of 24% in weed management costs in favour of HT soya bean when compared with conventional soya bean weed control programmes, commenting that glyphosate is usually cheaper than other herbicides. The benefits to Argentine farmers who had adopted HT soya beans was estimated to be $30 per ha based on a cost of the technology of $3 per ha, thus providing an additional margin of $27 per ha. The introduction of HT soya beans encouraged minimal tillage systems, which resulted in fewer tillage operations resulting in lower fuel input cost and reduced the time needed for harvesting, and consequently it has reduced labour and machinery costs by 14%.

For farmers in developing countries, Qaim reports that input savings alone outweigh the additional seed cost in all regions with high adoption rates, and in most cases, farm incomes are further enhanced by the improved yield because of more efficient control of crop losses.
As noted previously, farmers in developed countries, notably in the USA, pay more for HT soya bean seed than conventional seed. Bonny (2008) identifies the associated agro-economic effects that enable farmers in USA to offset this ‘technology fee’:

1. Ease of weed management using glyphosate as sole herbicide
2. Flexibility arising from longer period available for application
3. Reduced overall cost of herbicide treatments
4. Reduced risk of incomplete weeding
5. Easier crop rotation associated with less herbicide residue
6. Generally fewer herbicide treatments
7. Reduced labour and equipment costs
8. Opportunity for conservation tillage

These advantages are offset by the cost of precautions to avoid build up of glyphosate resistance, but the necessary precautions are now well understood. Responses to the build up of resistance in the context of HT soya bean production in Argentina were reported and discussed by Binimelis et al. (2009). Similarly, in commenting on the use of refuge areas as a strategy to delay the build up of insect resistance, Tabashnik (2008) noted that there had been a decade of resistance monitoring data for six major pests targeted by Bt, demonstrating the success of refuges; resistance had been detected in only one of the six pests and that only after 7–8 years. Seed suppliers have attempted to make provision of refugia a mandatory part of stewardship agreements with adopters particularly to comply with EU regulations, with only partial success. Strategies to minimize build up of resistance are discussed later in the paper.

It was noted at an early stage that transgenic crops have the potential to reduce the indirect application costs, such as reduced field operations and associated reductions in diesel usage (Phipps and Park, 2002). In the case study mentioned earlier of maize grown in Florida (Gianassi, 2008), there was a 79% reduction in insecticide use, and a corresponding $3.9 million per year increase in production value. The change in production costs was estimated to provide $1.3 million in net savings in insect control. Farmers in Florida would on average save $33 per ha. Gianessi further reports that in 2005, the use of HT soya beans was estimated to cost less than the effective alternative programmes by an average of $45 per ha, thus reducing farmer input costs by $1.17 billion on the USA’s 26 Mha of HT maize.

The US National Centre for Food and Agricultural Policy (NCFAP) estimates that the cost advantage to the HT maize weed control programme in 2005 was $23.7 per ha in comparison with weed control programmes in conventional maize. Thus, with 11.3 Mha of HT maize planted in 2005, the aggregate net value to the US farmers of HT maize was estimated at $269 million. This figure has increased markedly as the area of HT maize has continued to increase.

In marked contrast with conventional canola crops in Canada where herbicide application rose by 29% between 1996 and 2000, the herbicide application rate in transgenic crops declined by 20%. Herbicide use per hectare in HT canola has remained consistently lower than conventional canola. The mean amount of herbicide applied in conventional canola from 1996 to 2000 was 0.69 kg/ha, which was significantly higher than the 0.34 kg/ha applied to HT canola (Brimmer, 2004).

In addition to the above direct benefits, Beckie et al. (2006) reported that HT canola enabled Canadian farmers to plant earlier in the year, achieving higher yields from better utilization of snow-melt moisture and from reduced environmental stress during flowering. Early planting also introduced operational diversity, particularly in relation to weed management systems, which has lead to increases in overall economic performance (Gusta et al., 2010).

Such changes in farming system with transgenic crops are common, and the glyphosate-resistant weed control package for soya beans has led to changes in rotation and fallowing practices. In Louisiana, conventional practice for many years has been to grow sugarcane for 3–5 years, followed by crop destruction and a fallow period when glyphosate is used to reduce Johnson grass levels. Research has shown that, instead of fallowing, the field can be planted with glyphosate-resistant soya beans, and the glyphosate usage will reduce the Johnson grass levels. Such changes in farming system with transgenic crops can halve pesticide use while also increasing yield. However, Jost et al. (2008), considering the growth of transgenic cotton in Georgia, USA,
suggested that although pesticide usage was reduced in transgenic crops, the overall economics when compared with conventional systems was not significantly different. It is also interesting to note that in villages in India, women earn more from Bt cotton as they traditionally do the picking and men do the spraying, the amount of which has been reduced because of the introduction of Bt cotton (Subramanian and Qaim, 2009). In addition, Raney (2006) has shown that even when allowing for the higher seed costs of transgenic varieties, the use of Bt cotton in Argentina, China, India, Mexico and South Africa increased yield of lint, revenue and profit and reduced pesticide costs.

More advanced transgenic cotton varieties such as Bollgard II, which contains two Bt genes and express two cry-proteins (Cry1Ac and Cry2Ab2), are now available and are becoming widely used. Gore et al. (2008) conducted experiments with two such varieties and confirmed that cotton yields suffer little damage even under extreme high pressure of bollworm infestation unlike those with a single gene insertion. Vitale et al. (2008) comments that experimental station results appear to be conservative in their assessment of Bollgard II because the observed pest densities were lower than that typically found under actual farming conditions.

In summary, the adoption of insect- and herbicide-tolerant varieties often leads to reductions in pesticide applications when compared to ‘conventional systems’, with resultant cost savings. Farmers will increasingly be able to purchase varieties with stacked traits to match specific agronomic issues they are facing (Stein and Rodriguez-Cereo, 2009). The area of transgenic crops grown with stacked traits is increasing, and the use of such biotechnological innovations should lead to further reductions in pesticide use and increased yields.

Sharing of economic benefit

There has been considerable debate about the uptake and economics of transgenic crops in developing countries (Frow et al., 2009; Sonnino et al., 2009), although Brookes and Barfoot (2008) report that a common cost ratio applies across all the transgenic crops: that is, payments to the seed supply chain (including sellers of seed to farmers, seed multipliers, plant breeders, distributors and the transgenic technology provider) are typically about one-third of the net benefit. They provide an overview of the economic benefits for different countries between 1996 and 2007 (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>19789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>8184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>3181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>2933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Brookes and Barfoot (2009).

Extensive ex post studies of transgenic crop adoption have been conducted for Bt cotton in Argentina, China, India, Mexico and South Africa (Raney, 2006). Yield improvement, higher revenue and lower pesticide costs are widely reported for Bt cotton, producing in most cases significant net benefit after accounting for higher seed prices. Other large-scale transgenic crops include HT soya beans, grown in Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. James (2009) reported that in 2009, about 77% of worldwide soya bean production was transgenic and that the cumulative benefits in Argentina between 1996 and 2005 were US$20 BN.

Overall, the evidence strongly suggests that in both developed and developing countries, the adoption of transgenic crops can increase the farmer’s income. The increase in income to small-scale farmers in developing countries can have a direct impact on poverty alleviation and quality of life, a key component of sustainable development. Bennett et al. (2006) compared the performance of over 9000 Bt and non-Bt cotton farm plots in Maharashtra in India and reported that Bt cotton varieties had a significant positive impact on average yields and on the economic performance of cotton growers. However, they note that not all farmers had benefited from increased performance of Bt varieties because of regional variations in agro-climate conditions and thus yield. Bennett et al. (2006) reported similar results following a 3 year study in South Africa of resource-poor smallholder cotton farmers. Their results conclusively show that adopters of Bt cotton have benefited in terms of higher yields, lower pesticide use, less labour for pesticide application and substantially higher gross margins per hectare. They go on to note “that the smallest producers are shown to have benefited from adoption of the Bt variety as much as, if not more than, larger producers.” This suggests that transgenic crops do have a key role to play in poverty alleviation and thus international development goals.
Environmental dimension

The MDGs are overarching in their nature, although Goal 7 refers specifically to environmental sustainability. This illustrates the recognition by the international community of the strong links between environment and economy and the fact that continued economic development and the state of the environment are very closely linked (Arrow et al., 1995; IAASTD, 2009, UNDP-UNEP 2009). The most important comprehensive international plan of action is Agenda 21 (UNCED, 1992), which relates to all areas in which human’s effect their environment. The following sections discuss how transgenic technology may have an impact on environmental sustainability.

Land use and soil quality

Within Agenda 21, there is a section on the conservation and management of resources for development. Managing fragile ecosystems by combating desertification and drought is a focus within this section. Desertification is a recognized worldwide environmental issue. The most recent action to tackle this issue resulted in the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in those countries experiencing serious drought and/or desertification, particularly in Africa (UNCCD, 2008). The aims of this convention are to combat desertification and through international partnerships to prepare long-term national action plans to link land use and livelihood to the target of sustainable development and to mitigate the effects of climate change, and UNCCD is the only legally binding convention focused on combating desertification.

The main mechanisms by which transgenic crops have contributed directly to land and soil quality is that they are conducive to minimum and no-till soil management techniques. These reduce the potential for soil erosion and increase the storage of organic matter in the soil, which will in turn help to retain soil moisture. Given an appropriate combination of herbicides and crops that are resistant to those herbicides, no or minimum or conservation tillage can be practiced, which reduces soil erosion and associated loading of pesticides, nutrients and sediments into the environment and decreases direct energy input required for crop production. However, it should be noted that no-till can lead to increases in both pesticide and fertilizer requirements, particularly in the initial years of adoption.

The use of HT canola in Canada is mainly because it allows the use of canola as a cleaning crop within the rotation. Thus, the need for fallow and mechanical weeding is removed, meaning that over the rotation, the overall crop productivity increases in relation to inputs such as chemicals, fertiliser and mechanization. Similarly, the American Soya bean Association strongly supports adoption of transgenic soya beans (Docket No. APHIS 2007-0019) and in particular describes the associated conservation tillage crop production methods as having decreased soil erosion because of wind and water by 90%, and greatly reduced consumption of fuel required for US soya bean production.

In relation to soil biological properties, studies with reduced tillage have shown that these systems achieved considerable success in enhancing soil quality and preventing soil erosion (Christoffoleti et al., 2007) and that when HT crops were grown under these conditions, soils showed that HT maize and cotton maintained higher levels of soil organic carbon and nitrogen when compared with conventional crops (Christoffoleti et al., 2008). Results from these studies indicate positive differences attributable to the interaction of conservation practices and glyphosate-resistant crop.

Crop residues are the primary source of soil carbon enrichment, and root exudates govern which organisms reside in the rhizosphere. Therefore, any change to the nature or quality of returned crop residues could modify the dynamics of the composition and activity of organisms in soil. It has been suggested that Bt crops may change the microbial dynamics, biodiversity and essential ecosystem functions in soil, because they usually produce insecticidal Cry proteins through all parts of the plant. It is therefore crucial that risk assessment studies on the commercial use of Bt crops consider the impacts on organisms in soil. However studies, reported from China by Liu et al. (2008), have shown that Bt rice has no adverse effect on rhizosphere soil microbial community composition and concluded that the Cry1Ab gene had no measurable adverse effect on the key microbial processes or microbial community composition. Icoz and Stotsky (2008) reviewed the effect of Bt crops on soils. The review discusses the available data on the effects of Cry proteins on below-ground organisms, the fate of these proteins in soil, the techniques and indicators that are available to study these aspects. They conclude that the use of IR Bt crops, expressing highly specific Bt proteins, had no marked effects on woodlice, collembolans, mites, earthworms, nematodes, protozoa, and the activity of various soil enzymes and represented an opportunity to replace the use of broad-spectrum insecticides.
Linking directly to the issue of desertification, some of the transgenic events in the pipeline related to drought- and salt-tolerant varieties are likely to enable the cultivation of crops in areas where yields are currently low or indeed in areas where cultivations has been abandoned. The problems associated with soil salinization, which affects 20%–50% of the global irrigated farmland, have been reviewed by Geissler et al. (2008).

Slowing of deforestation and the designation of forests for biodiversity conservation is one of the targets of the MDGs. While the original transgenic events were not primarily designed to increase yield, yield increases have in many cases occurred. However, it is anticipated that in the medium term, events in the pipeline are likely to have more significant impact on yield, and this could lessen the pressure to further expand agricultural production into natural forest areas.

In summary, transgenic crops have enabled and encouraged some farmers to adopt conservation tillage techniques, thus reducing soil erosion and potentially improving soil quality through a gradual accumulation of organic material in the soil. Emerging technologies are likely to enhance the potential for cropping in arid and saline environments, potentially bringing degraded areas back into production. Drought is the most significant environmental stress in agriculture worldwide, and improving yield under drought conditions is a major goal of plant breeding. A review by Cattivelli et al. (2008) of improvements in drought tolerance considers the new insights into the complexity of plant mechanisms enabled by genomics, but there is still a large gap between yields in optimal and stress conditions. Minimizing the ‘yield gap’ and increasing yield stability under different stress conditions are of strategic importance in guaranteeing food for the future. In the longer-term modifications aimed more specifically at stabilizing yields in stressed environments and increasing yields in more productive regions may help to offset the demand for the conversion of further forested lands to arable production, this seeming an inevitable consequence of the expanding world population.

Greenhouse gases

The first major international treaty established to tackle the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) was the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1998). The objective of this treaty was to achieve ‘stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a low enough level to prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system’. The recognition of the importance of legally binding targets led to the Kyoto Protocol, which required the developed countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to an average of 5.2% below their 1990 emissions levels by 2008–2012.

The use of transgenic crops has the potential to reduce GHG via several mechanisms. If less pesticide is required, then this will reduce emissions because of a reduction in emissions related to their manufacture. Lower rates of application will reduce the amount of fuel required, and if this is combined with lower levels of cultivation, for instance related to minimum tillage or no till, then GHG savings could be significant (Phipps and Park, 2002). Subsequent ISAAA reports have suggested significant savings in carbon equivalents. For instance in 2007, they estimated savings of 1.1 BN kg of CO2 because of the usage of less sprays. However, they also estimated an additional saving of 13.1 BN kg CO2 in cases where the use of herbicide-tolerant varieties had facilitated the use of min-till systems (ISAAA, 2009).

The UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2008) have quantified the contribution of conservation tillage to carbon sequestration. They state that soil carbon sequestration during the first decade of adoption of best conservation agricultural practices is 1.8 tons CO2 per hectare per year, with better cycling of nutrients and avoiding nutrient losses among the key benefits to farmers. Thus, in systems where transgenic crops enable wider use of conservation tillage systems, this is likely to be accompanied by reductions in GHG emissions.

Glover et al. (2008) reviewed the relevance of biotechnology in the context of climate change. They note that the agricultural sector accounts for 16%–18% of Australia’s net greenhouse gas emissions, which includes nitrous oxide (primarily from fertiliser applications), methane (primarily from livestock) and carbon dioxide. As a net emitter, agriculture needs to reduce emissions and/or increase carbon storage. This is a particular challenge in intensive cropping systems. Agricultural soils can act as a sink for carbon storage, and stored carbon can be increased by growing trees, changing cultivation and other cropping practices.

There has also been considerable interest in the use of transgenic crops for biofuel production to provide greener energy, thus providing a renewable fuel with related greenhouse gas savings. Current transgenic events probably do not have sufficient advantage over conventional varieties to overcome the generally poor financial balance.
of growing crops for biofuels (Ceddia et al., 2009; Ninni, 2009). Edgerton (2009) has however suggested that the development of transgenic crops modified for drought tolerance will provide increased yields in drier areas and increased average yields in rain-fed systems by reducing the effects of sporadic drought and by decreasing water requirements in irrigated systems. This development could help biomass from non-food crops grown on marginal land to be viable as biofuel feedstock.

In summary, there is increasing evidence that suggests that the use of transgenic technology has had direct and indirect benefits in relation to GHGs. Brookes and Barfoot (2009) estimate that between 1996 and 2007, the use of transgenic crops reduced carbon dioxide emissions by 7.090 million kg. They estimated that this was equivalent to taking 3.6 million cars off the roads for 1 year. Further, medium-term varietal developments and the wider adoption of conservation tillage in combination with transgenic crops suggest they do have the potential to help meet the targets set as part of the Kyoto protocols.

Water

The MDGs aim to halve the number of people without access to safe drinking water, halve the proportion of people without access to basic sanitation and develop integrated water resource management and efficiency plans by 2015. The International Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides (FAO, 2005) aims to form voluntary standards for public and private use of pesticides. This code aims to ensure efficient use of pesticides and the establishment of national regulations on pesticide use and where possible to minimise risk to both human health, biodiversity and to reduce the risk of water pollution.

This is an important issue for farmers in Asia, North and Central America and Europe, and agriculture accounts for 86%, 49% and 38% of total annual water withdrawal, respectively. Agricultural practices have a considerable impact on water quality as both fertilisers and pesticides may pollute water courses, thus reduction in pesticide use is likely to improve water quality. Industry data suggests that between 1996 and 2007, there has been an accumulated saving in pesticide of 359 000 metric tons of active ingredient, which equates to a 17.2% reduction in associated environmental impact, in part because of the lower toxicity rating of glyphosate, the key herbicide used for transgenic crops modified for HT (James, 2008).

Many of the herbicides used in conventional crop production systems in the USA have led to their detection in streams, rivers and reservoirs at levels exceeding the maximum contaminant level or health advisory level for drinking water (Thurman et al., 1992). With the commercial introduction of transgenic HT crops in the USA in the late 1990s, it was possible to replace some of the persistent residual herbicide with short half-life contact herbicides that may be more environmentally benign (Fernandez-Cornejo and Caswell, 2006). A recent 4-year study conducted by Shipitalo et al. (2008) would support this hypothesis. It showed that the use of transgenic soya bean and maize crops modified to be tolerant to either glyphosate or glufosinate and completely or partially replacing the residual herbicides normally used in conventional crop production systems reduced the environmental impact of herbicide use.

Work reported from Australia (Crossan and Kennedy, 2004) has also shown that the introduction of HT crops can greatly reduce the probability of surface run-off and reduce the risk of water contamination when compared with herbicides used with conventional crops. They reported that the precautionary guideline value for diuron would be exceeded eight times out of ten, whereas a cotton farmer is 500 times more likely to win the lottery (probability one in 10 million) than exceed the precautionary guideline value for glyphosate (probability 1 in five billion $1.9 \times 10^{-10}$).

In summary, there is a body of field evidence to indicate that the use of HT crops can significantly reduce surface run-off of herbicides when compared with herbicides used in conventional crops and that this can reduce the need and costs associated with the treatment of drinking water.

Coexistence

Adventitious presence (the accidental or unintentional inclusion of foreign matter) can be problematic and may occasionally lead to economic consequences. There are specific issues relating to coexistence and the possibility that a transgenic crop may have a negative impact on the purity of surrounding crops (Brookes and Barfoot, 2003). Serious concerns related to coexistence have been persistently voiced by some member states of the European Community (EU, 2003). These are generally issues within the productive agro-ecosystem rather than having larger-scale ecological impacts.

Kershen and McHughen (2006) included discussion of coexistence in a review of economic concerns arising from
adventitious presence of foreign matter in an agricultural commodity consignment. With regard to approved transgenic crops, the main issues were not food safety or environmental protection but contract specifications and consumer preferences. Langhof et al. (2008) noted that although maize has no wild relative in Europe, the introduction of transgenic maize has created the need for rules to keep its adventitious presence in conventional or organic maize below an acceptable level. As in the case of certified seed production, separation by distance is the most common safeguard. Langhof et al. conducted field trials and found as expected that outcrossing rates decreased with increasing separation distance, confirming the finding of Messeguer et al. (2006) that about 20 m is sufficient to maintain the adventitious presence as a result of pollen flow below the EU tolerance threshold of 0.9%. Rong et al. (2007) reported similar tests of separation distances for transgenic and non-transgenic rice, noting that although rice pollen is capable of dispersing at least 100 m from its source, extremely low frequencies of transgene flow occurred, with <0.01% in all cases at a separation distance of 6.2 m.

Messean et al. (2006) provide a comprehensive review of coexistence of transgenic and non-transgenic crops in European agriculture, with case studies of seed and crop production of maize, sugar beet and cotton (maize being the only major transgenic crop authorized for cultivation in the EU). Simulations suggested that after the introduction of transgenic rape in a region, adventitious presence will not increase significantly after the second rotation, unless farm-saved seed is used, which would lead to continuous subsequent increase in adventitious presence. For maize, simulations suggested that coexistence in seed production is feasible for a threshold of 0.5% with little or no change in current practice; coexistence of non-transgenic seed with transgenic maize crops would require the isolation distance to be increased from the current 200–300 m to 400–600 m.

Beckie and Hall (2008) reviewed a number of methods for predicting pollen-mediated gene flow in the context of EU concerns surrounding coexistence of transgenic with conventional crops. They concluded that seed growers should be able to achieve adventitious presence well below 0.3% using simple, inexpensive and reliable assays, based on North American experience. Contribution to adventitious presence by oilseed rape volunteers is best mitigated by careful management, including not growing conventional rape on fields previously planted with transgenic cultivars; with rape, gene flow via seeds, not pollen, may be a greater source of adventitious presence. Beckie and Hall found that experimental results and modelling predictions for outcrossing in rape, maize and wheat reveal that an extended isolation barrier is only required between fields of less than about 5 ha to maintain gene flow below the EU threshold; and even for these small fields, a 50-m barrier is sufficient. This is contrary to most recommendations, which Beckie and Hall believe to be excessively cautious.

Davison (2010) highlighted inconsistency among member states of the EU in the formulation of coexistence regulations on buffer zones and isolation distances, in spite of the creation of the European Coexistence Bureau established jointly by DG Agriculture and EC Joint Research Centre’s Institute for Prospective Technological Studies. Devos et al. (2008) noted that it was the European policy of subsidiarity that allowed member states to stipulate distances ranging between 15 and 800 m ostensibly to ensure <0.9% of transgenic maize in conventional maize, commenting on the irony that by introducing coexistence regulations, the EU created a further barrier to the cultivation of transgenic crops. In a subsequent review, (Devos et al., 2009) explored whether national or regional strategies comply with the stated principle that measures should be both science-based and proportionate, concluding that some of the proposed isolation distances are excessive from a scientific basis, out of proportion to heterogeneity in the agricultural landscape and enforce an unreasonable economic disadvantage to farmers by limiting their choice of crop.

**Biodiversity**

The United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD; http://www.cbd.int) established at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 has three objectives, ‘the conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources’.

Under the CBD treaty, nations are expected to identify the important components of biological diversity that require conservation, to prevent the introduction of, or to eradicate alien species and to control any risks posed by genetically modified organisms. In relation to targets set under the CBD, it is unlikely that transgenic crops will have a direct measurable positive or adverse effect at a regional scale. However, if the indirect impact of growing transgenic crops is to reduce the ongoing expansion of agricultural zones into non-cultivated ecosystems, then the
growing of transgenic crops may help to facilitate the achievement of the wider biodiversity targets.

The implications of transgenic crop introduction for biodiversity are complex and have been the subject of considerable research and debate. (Roy et al., 2003; Velkov et al., 2005; Ferry and Gatehouse, 2009). There is a school of thought that questions whether sufficient biodiversity can be preserved when any farming is carried out on a large scale; Altieri (2004) claimed that there is a form of agrobiodiversity by which traditional methods are used, yields remain stable and food security is adequately protected, but Altieri does not suggest how this could alleviate hunger in developing countries or indeed meet the challenges of rising demand for food.

In the United Kingdom, where the average agricultural system can be described as high output, a 4-year study of the effect that weed management practices associated with transgenic HT crops on wild life was conducted by UK government agency DEFRA, 1999–2002. A key finding was that biodiversity impacts between transgenic and non-transgenic crops were no greater than the impact of growing different species of conventional crops (ACRE, 2004). A 2-year farm-scale evaluation in Arizona of Bt cotton (Cattaneo et al., 2006) reported negative effects on ant diversity and positive effects on beetle diversity, but here again the impacts of the transgenic crop were no greater than those of the non-transgenic crop.

Threats and opportunities facing UK biodiversity were assessed in a wide-ranging foresight exercise (Sutherland et al., 2008); it was noted that a trend towards carbon and water conservation and pollution control will involve changes in conservation management practice, with significant consequences for biodiversity. On this scale of resource management, the minor impacts of transgenic crops on biodiversity are unlikely to be an obstacle to their adoption.

**Weed and insect resistance management**

The risk that weeds may become resistant to herbicide is well known. A collaborative monitoring study (Heap, 2010) identified 194 herbicide-resistant species in 19 herbicide groups. Of the 194, 19 species show resistance to glycinates, including glyphosate. Strategies have accordingly been developed to manage the cultivation of glyphosate-tolerant transgenic crops so as to delay the emergence of resistant weeds. Hurley et al. (2009a,b,c) described the weed management programmes, best management prac-

ices and the economic effects for growers of transgenic maize, cotton and soya beans. Based on farm surveys in USA, they reported that the emergence of resistant weeds reduced the economic benefit of growing these herbicide-tolerant crops by up to about one-third. The adoption of HT soya beans and no-tillage agriculture in Argentina has increased the use of glyphosate as the main tool to control weeds. This has helped to reduce the density of many weed species but has increased the density of some others that were previously not always part of the community (Qaim and Traxler, 2005). Overall, two weed management practices were considered effective: the use of a residual herbicide with glyphosate and the rotation of crops.

Field studies of soya bean crops in northern and southern regions of USA reported by Scrusoni et al. (2006) indicate that limited use of glyphosate has little long-term effect on weed diversity. Some of the new weed species found in the fields sprayed with glyphosate on no-till crops have shown a higher tolerance to glyphosate; in Missouri and farther south, long growing seasons allow weeds that emerge and grow late to escape single glyphosate treatments, and this may reduce crop yields substantially if not treated. In contrast, in Iowa and farther north, a single glyphosate application inhibits weeds sufficiently to maintain high soya bean yields obtained from transgenic crops modified to be resistant to glyphosate, but still permits expression of highly effective species richness. Thus, in northern temperate agro-ecosystems, one-pass glyphosate management systems in HT crops may serve agronomic and environmental needs simultaneously. The timing of pesticide application may have a bigger impact on biodiversity than the direct influence of the transgenic crop per se. For instance in North America, Bertram and Pedersen (2004) found that the impact on the weed community is mainly because of the changes in the management system (i.e. rotations, tillage systems and herbicides strategies) than the transgenic trait per se.

May et al. (2005) found that the use of HT sugar beet provided greater flexibility to manipulate weed populations. They found that without yield loss, the transgenic options enhanced weed seed banks and autumn bird food availability compared with conventional management and provided early season benefits to invertebrates and nesting birds.

The US Environmental Protection Agency has published a risk assessment procedure focused on plants expressing insecticidal proteins available in the commercial market, evaluated for potential non-target invertebrate risks (US
EPA, 2007). This relates to concerns that the use of broad-spectrum herbicides such as glyphosate could reduce weed seed availability and thus predation by a range of insects and also fears that IR varieties would have a negative impact on non-target species. Initial assessments are laboratory based using surrogate non-target organisms; if potential toxicity is identified, field experiments are then undertaken. Duan et al. (2009) used meta-analyses to test whether laboratory studies are consistent with field studies and reported findings that supported the validity of EPA’s tiered approach, provided that the laboratory studies exposed non-target organisms to a full variety of ecological contexts, including indirect exposure via an intervening trophic level.

Monsanto maintain a website for insect-resistant MON810 YieldGard™ maize (Monsanto, 2010). The website includes guidance for adopters on insect resistance management, and EU requirements for compliance. The advice for the correct use of MON810 maize is that the adopter must plant a refuge maintained and managed in the same way as the crop: it must be planted at the same time, irrigated in the same way and receive the same inputs. At least 20% of the hectares must be planted with maize hybrids that do not contain Bt technology, and the refuge area can be treated with pesticides only when corn borer pressure exceeds economic thresholds. Monsanto initiated a surveillance monitoring programme based on farm surveys (Monsanto, 2008), from which it was found that 18% of farmers planting MON810 in Spain in 2008 did not plant a refuge, an improvement on the 26% who did not plant refuges in 2007. In spite of these levels of non-compliance, monitoring did not reveal any resistance in insect populations.

Bt maize has been grown at the Vaalharts irrigation scheme in the Republic of South Africa since 1998, but Kruger et al. (2009) reported that refuge compliance was initially low, and farmers who did provide refuges generally preferred a permitted refuge option where 5% of the main crop area is planted to conventional maize. This practice seems to have allowed exposure of migrating larvae to sub-lethal doses of Bt toxin. Stem borer damage to Bt maize was first observed during 2005/2006, and during 2007/2008, stem borer infestation required the use of sprayed insecticides. Kruger et al. commented that farmers had become over-confident in Bt technology and ceased to monitor the crop for infestation; Kruger et al. concluded that non-compliance with refuge requirements contributed to selection pressure leading to insect tolerance to the toxin.

Sanvido et al. (2007) reviewed the environmental effects of 10 years of commercial cultivation of transgenic crops, including the loss of natural habitats caused by conversion of natural ecosystems into agricultural land, seen in relation to the environmental impacts of modern agriculture that has been practised over many decades. They opened their review by observing that the approval of transgenic crop varieties is more rigorously regulated than that of conventionally bred crops. They reached the firm conclusion that data available up to 2009 provided no scientific evidence that the commercial cultivation of transgenic crops has caused any impacts beyond those caused by conventional agricultural management practices. They noted that a truly precautionary policy towards approval of transgenic varieties should compare the risk of adoption against the risk of non-adoption.

In relation to insecticides, the more targeted application of the insecticidal chemical (plant expression as opposed to spray application) may limit the exposure level of many field arthropods. Beneficial, non-target arthropods can become exposed to insecticidal proteins produced in transgenic plants in several ways: by feeding on the plant parts themselves or through feeding on target or non-target herbivorous insects. Pilcher et al. (2005) studied the effect of Bt maize on non-target arthropods and found no significant effect on abundance of generalist predators. Mulligan et al. (2006) studied the potential impact of insect-resistant oilseed rape on an ecologically important beneficial predator, compared with the potential impact of the most widely used UK pesticide in rapeseed cultivation. Neither genetic modification nor conventional pesticide treatment negatively affected the life history parameters of the beneficial insect. The result suggests that the cultivation of insect-resistant transgenic crops will have no greater impact than present cultivation methods.

Lu et al. (2010) conducted field trials over 10 years in a region of China where Bt cotton is widely grown and where the associated reduction in pesticide spraying has allowed unrestrained build-up of the population of mired bugs, which damaged not only the cotton crop but also adjacent fruit crops. Lu et al. concluded that comprehensive risk management is necessary to ensure sustainability of transgenic technologies. Lövei et al. (2009) reviewed numerous reports of the impact of Bt crops in laboratory settings and recommended widening the scope of environmental risk assessment. Shelton et al. (2009) agreed the importance of risk assessment of transgenic insect-resistant crops but were critical of the statistical methods employed by Lovei et al.
In summary, Baucom and Holt (2009) identified a need for collaboration between applied weed scientists and evolutionary ecologists, observing that weed adaptation to agricultural systems provides a view into the process of evolution as well as a challenge to food supply, particularly the processes involved in the evolution of herbicide resistance. An alliance of practical weed science with hypothesis-driven ecology may lead to better understanding not only of mutations that give weed persistence but also the genetic involvement in constraint of weed populations.

Social dimension

The social dimension is of paramount importance in the MDGs, particular relating to health, education, poverty reduction and human disease control. While early transgenic events were not engineered to have a direct impact on these factors, their take-up and use has had indirect effects in many areas, and new events and those in the pipeline may aid disease prevention and lead to health benefits (Newell-McGloughlin, 2008; Stein and Rodriguez-Cerezo, 2009). Earlier sections in this paper discussed the potential for transgenic crops to increase incomes and thus to alleviate poverty. Literature suggests that as incomes rise, people are able to access better education and health care, which thus impacts on the social dimension of sustainability (and indeed this principle underlies the MDGs). In the following sections, we consider indirect and direct human health effects of growing of transgenic crops.

Indirect health impacts

Indirect health effects will mainly arise from changes in the frequency of use and reductions in pesticide toxicity. In relation to toxicity, the Environmental Impact Quotient (EIQ) is a useful measure as it considers risks to farm workers and consumers as well as ecological risks (Brimner et al., 2005). Pesticides with high EIQ values are considered to have a higher risk of potential impacts than those with low EIQs. Multiplied by the amount of pesticide applied, the EIQ can be used to calculate the potential environmental impact (EI) of individual pesticides or pest management programmes involving several active ingredients.

In Australia, with reference to Bt cotton, Knox et al. (2006) considered the impact of the transgenic proteins Cry1Ac and Cry2Ab on EIQ values. While the average insecticide EI for conventional cotton was 135 kg a.i./ha, the value for the Bt variety with two inserted genes was only 28 kg a.i./ha. Results of the EI evaluation indicate that there was a net reduction of at least 64% in EI from growing Bt cotton compared with conventional non-transgenic cotton.

In Canada, the growth of HT canola varieties increased from 10% in 1996, when the technology was first introduced, to 80% of the total area in 2000. From 1995 to 2000, the amount of herbicide-active ingredient applied/ha of canola declined by 43% and the EI per ha declined by 37%. Since 1996, herbicide use has shifted from broadcast applications of soil-active herbicides to post-emergence applications of herbicides with broad-spectrum foliar activity. The decline in herbicide use and EI since the introduction of HT varieties was because of increased use of chemicals with lower application rates, a reduced number of applications and a decreased need for herbicide combinations (Brimner et al., 2004).

It is also worth noting that the introduction of HT soya beans, in particular, has changed patterns of use of chemical herbicides with glyphosate now being the most dominant herbicide, accounting for 92% of herbicide use on soya bean. It is classified internationally as a toxicity class IV pesticide, less toxic than many of the previously utilized herbicides.

Workers can be exposed to pesticides through direct skin contact or inhalation during application. Such exposure also may occur when safety periods between application and harvest are ignored or when pesticides are overused or used improperly. Pesticides from aerial spraying may also drift into neighbouring areas and expose residents. Research has indicated reduced incidence of pesticide poisonings in South Africa since the introduction of transgenic crops (Bennett et al., 2006) and that reduced pesticide use has had health benefits among Chinese farmers (Huang et al., 2002).

Direct health impacts

To date, direct health benefits have been relatively limited, although transgenic events in the pipeline could potentially have considerable health benefits. Bt varieties of maize were produced to protect plants against the European Corn Borer, which if pest levels are high can reduce crop yield by about 10%. There is a direct relationship between European Corn Borer infestation and ear rot, which is a result of secondary fungal plant infections of Fusarium, which results in greatly elevated levels of mycotoxins often in the form of fumonisin. The accumulation of mycotoxins in food and feed represents a major threat to human
health and is linked to oesophageal cancer and neural tube defects. Major economic losses are associated with the effect of mycotoxins on human health and animal productivity. In the USA, Munkvold et al. (1999) showed that the fumonisin content of maize grain produced from Bt varieties was greatly reduced when compared with grain from conventional varieties. The conclusion is that the use of Bt maize not only has the potential to increase grain yield in areas where there is high infestation of European Corn Borer but will provide safer food and feed for humans and animals.

Work is also well advanced in the development of transgenic crops that will have a direct impact on health. For example, Chu et al. (2008) has shown that the most potent peanut allergens can be silenced in transgenic plants. Newell-McGloughlin (2008) lists examples of developments that improve protein quality, modify carbohydrates and fatty acids, add micronutrients and introduce functional secondary metabolites.

Nutrition

There are well-known dietary benefits associated with very long-chain omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, originally identified with fish oils. Oilseed plants rich in omega-3 fatty acids, such as flax and walnut oils, contain only the 18-carbon omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acid alpha-linolenic acid, which is poorly converted by the human body, but Damude and Kinney (2008) showed that is now possible to use genetic engineering to produce oilseeds such as soybean and canola that have nutritional properties similar to fish oils. Studies have shown that the use of oil from transgenic soya in which the fatty acid metabolic pathways have been modified can increase the n-3 VLC-PUFAs of chicken meat (Rymer and Givens, 2009).

Mayer et al. (2008) note that the desired traits for biofortification may not be present at all in a food crop; the best-known example being Golden Rice, in which the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway has been reconstituted in non-carotenogenic endosperm tissue, as a means to deliver provitamin A. The inability of governments worldwide to agree to distribute Golden Rice stirs strong emotions and little progress in terms of growth has been made despite the properties of Golden Rice being well known. (Golden Rice Project 2000).

Stevens and Winter-Nelson (2008) examined the acceptance of provitamin A-biofortified maize through taste tests and a trading experiment conducted in Maputo, Mozambique. These results indicate that orange maize meal is an acceptable product to many consumers. Such potential developments are of huge potential significance as Black et al. (2008) estimate that 600,000 children die each year from vitamin A deficiency. Clearly, these aspects relating to health and nutrition are a fundamental part of the MDGs.

Nutrition has already been enhanced via biotechnology with quality protein maize (QPM), developed specifically to improve amino acid composition with the aim of reducing malnutrition in parts of Sub-Saharan Africa. Krivanek et al. (2007) report that the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Centre (CIMMYT) has collaborated with IITA in Ibadan, Nigeria, and National Agricultural Research Systems (NARS) to develop a broad range of QPM cultivars. Breeding and dissemination is making good progress, with commercial cultivars released in 17 countries.

In conclusion, it appears that in relation to the social dimension of sustainable development, transgenic crops can have indirect impacts on health particularly via reduction in the handling and use of pesticide. However, ongoing developments in biotechnology, particularly related to the nutritional modification and enhancement of food, have the potential to radically improve human health and nutrition in both developing and developed countries.

Discussion and conclusions

It is acknowledged that the world will face a number of serious challenges if development is to proceed on a sustainable pathway. Indeed, many people in the world still live in extreme poverty and are without adequate nutrition, health and education. World population continues to grow at 80 M per annum, and it has been estimated that the requirement for food will double by 2050. However, there is little or no scope to expand the existing agricultural footprint without further damaging natural ecosystems. Climate change threatens to reduce productivity in many regions and is itself driven by the use of fossil fuels that provide a great deal of the motive power in intensive and productive agricultural systems.

To meet these challenges humankind is likely to require a range of productive options and tools if wider-scale social deprivation and environmental degradation is to be avoided. Crop biotechnologies appear to provide such a range of tools and have started, and may continue, to contribute to sustainable development. In this paper, we have reviewed a wide range of literature that suggests
transgenic crops can contribute to international targets and goals related to sustainable development. For instance, China has invested very extensively in biotechnology with the aim of ensuring food security. For example, work is well advanced with rice varieties that are tolerant of drought and other stresses (Huang et al., 2009).

However, the growing of transgenic crops continues to be controversial despite the 134 Mha grown in 25 countries, the cumulative area grown since 1996 being over 2 BN ha. Fears and claims of possible adverse effects of biotech foods and crops on humans and the environment have yet to be substantiated; no ill effects have been documented after 12 years of extensive cultivation in diverse environments, and after the consumption of biotech foods by more than a billion humans and by a larger number of animals. Lemaux (2008) offers an extensive review of ways in which research using rDNA methods has ‘opened the door’ to changing agricultural crops in ways not previously possible. Although she recognizes the need to proceed with caution, Lemaux sees a responsibility to utilize the technology where it can improve human health, preserve the environment and assist in providing adequate nutrition.

Looking further into the future, Ridgwell et al. (2009) note that crop plants exert an important influence over the climatic energy budget, because of differences in their albedo (solar reflectivity) compared to soils and natural vegetation. They propose a bio-geoengineering approach to mitigate surface warming, in which crop varieties having specific leaf glossiness and canopy morphological traits are specifically chosen to maximize solar reflectivity. They estimate the near-term potential for bio-geoengineering to be a summertime cooling of more than 1°C throughout much of central North America and mid-latitude Eurasia, equivalent to seasonally offsetting approximately one-fifth of regional warming because of doubling of atmospheric CO₂.

The review undertaken here suggests there have been potential benefits since the release of transgenic crops and that these can be evidenced in each of the three key dimensions of sustainable development.

Economic dimension

Poverty alleviation is a cornerstone of sustainable development and is critical to progress the MDGs. Most of the evidence suggests that at worst, transgenic crops are cost neutral, although the bulk of evidence suggests an economic benefit across the range of countries growing them. Analysis by Brookes and Barfoot (2008) suggests that the cost of accessing transgenic technology worldwide in 2006 was US$2687M, leaving farmers worldwide with net benefit of US$6915M. Of these totals, they estimate that farmers in developing countries pay only US$742M for the technology and achieve benefits of US$3713M, a cost/benefit ratio of 5 to 1. Advantages relate to input savings and in some cases increases in crop yield and quality.

Some researchers have attempted to quantify the longer-term economic consequences of adopting transgenic crops. The work by Wesseler et al. (2007) on take-up in the then EU-15 suggested that there were good economic reasons for adopting Bt and HT maize immediately when evaluating at the national economy or farm level. They went on to suggest that the early adoption by Spain of Bt maize led to an economic advantage of €135M, while the decision of France not to adopt over the same 5-year period meant a lost economic opportunity of about €310M.

Environmental dimension

Soil erosion, desertification, climate change, water related issues and biodiversity are all of international importance in relation to sustainable development, and evidence suggests that transgenic crops can have positive impacts in many of these areas.

For instance, transgenic crops have the potential to reduce soil erosion via association with lower levels of cultivation. Currently available transgenic events are all related to the modification of pesticide use, and this has the potential to reduce the environmental loading and in particular the movement of highly toxic pesticides into water. When combined with reductions in field operations associated with multiple pass spraying, this can lead to reductions in the amount of GHGs emitted. In these key areas, transgenic crops are already having benefits, and it is likely that these will continue to accumulate as the areas being grown expand.

Biodiversity impacts related to transgenic crops are not as easy to quantify. Losey et al. (1999) caused alarm with results of a test in which pollen from Bt maize was fed to monarch butterfly caterpillars, from which the caterpillars died; several independent investigations subsequently showed the risk of harm to those butterflies in the field to be vanishingly small (Conner et al., 2003). The farm-scale evaluation in the United Kingdom illustrated some biodiversity benefits related to HT maize but some negative
impacts for other crops (i.e. spring or winter oilseed rape and sugar beet). Overall, it seems that in many cases, it is the type and management of the overall agricultural system that has an overriding impact on biodiversity, rather than the transgenic nature (or not) of the seed planted.

Social dimension

The MDGs are a clear driving force in relation to sustainable development. Transgenic crops are having health benefits at the simplest level as farmers are using and handling less highly toxic pesticide. The evidence related to increased income in developing countries also shows that this leads to increased benefits in relation to nutrition, health and education, all key development goals. In addition, events in the pipeline suggest much more tangible benefits related to nutritionally enhanced foods, for instance Golden Rice.

In conclusion, although many individuals and organizations continue to question the need for, and the benefits of transgenic crops, the challenges facing farmers in relation to feeding an ever increasing world population from a diminishing resource base continue and indeed are growing. Transgenic crops certainly do not provide a ‘silver bullet’ in relation to sustainable development, but the research evidence presented here suggests that they provide a suite of tools that need to be and should remain available to food producers. The recent ‘Agriulture at a Crossroads’ (IAASTD, 2009) also appears to advocate multifunctional systems with a range of technologies and systems being used to by agriculturalists. Many scientists believe new transgenic events in the medium term could provide further benefits. Those events in the pipeline through to 2015 mainly expand the Bt and HT options across a wider range of species and will be related to the stacking of traits. Stein and Rodriguez-Cerezo (2009) predict a total of 124 events by 2015 with 15 new rice events and eight related to potatoes.

Beyond 2015, it is difficult to predict what will come to market and when, or indeed what the nature and extent of international and national regulatory frameworks relating to transgenic crops will be. However, it is likely that new crop events related to nutritional benefits, nitrogen use efficiency, drought and salt tolerance and yield enhancement will be available by 2020 by which time the world population is predicted to be about 8 BN, 1.3 BN more than today. International agreement to responsibly deploy all safe tools, including transgenic crops at our disposal to minimize environmental impact while maximizing output, would have a major global impact in relation to sustainable development.
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